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Issues arise as to whether parent lines can accurately 
represent commercial meat chickens for body growth, 
feed conversion efficiency and nutrient requirements, 
and whether they can provide informative data in 
place of commercial meat chickens for nutritional 
studies. When as-hatched chickens are used, the 
sex of each bird is unknown, which means that pens 
consisting of randomly mixed-sex chickens increase 
the between-pen variation.  

Research 
We assessed other sexing methods contained in 
responses to a questionnaire that determined the 
challenges researchers face when they need to 
source sexed meat chickens, as well as the sexing 
methods they use. To determine whether using 
equal numbers of male and female chickens per pen 
has a similar between-pen variation as single-sex 
chickens, we ran an experiment with two treatment 
diets containing standard levels of crude protein 

(CP) or lower levels of crude protein (2% lower), and 
reared chickens in pens housing male-only, female-
only, or equally mixed males and females. During 
three phases, we collected data on body weight gain, 
feed intake and feed conversion rate, and analysed it 
using two-way ANOVA. Then we used individual day 
34 body weights of all 566 chickens with known sex 
from the trial to create 48 pens with randomly 
allocated mixed-sex meat chickens. Their dietary 
treatments were unchanged to mimic the use of as-
hatched chickens. The randomised pens were 
replicated 10 times so that statistical analysis could 
be applied. We analysed the individual body weight 
data using three-way ANOVA with a 2x2x2 factorial 
arrangement of design, where the CP level, rearing 
method and sex were used as factors. Coefficient 
of variation (CV) data was analysed to determine 
whether using sex percentage as a covariate in 
the statistical analysis could reduce between-pen 
variation, and thus improve experimental power 
when randomly mixed-sex chickens are used.  

Research 

Single-sex meat chickens are no longer available from commercial 
hatcheries for research due to the change of genetics. This poses a 
big challenge for meat chicken researchers because high variations 
of mixed-sex chickens reduce experimental power. This project 
investigated sexing options and/or other analysis methods to 
reduce variation in experiments to increase experimental power. 
The study demonstrated that vent sexing, DNA sexing, and/or 
analysis of data in combination with sex as a covariate enabled us 
to achieve similar experimental power as using single-sex chickens. 
It is recommended that chicks are sexed by an experienced sexer 
on the day of hatching, or a few days later with feather DNA if 
vent sexing is not possible. After sex is determined, equal numbers 
of chickens can be allocated into pens for minimal variation. 
Alternatively, sex can be used as a covariate to reduce variation. 

Abstract

The objectives of the project were to: 

1. Assess alternative sexing methods to feather 
sexing and strategies to minimise the 
limitations caused by the fact that male-only 
chickens are no longer available for research. 

2. Determine whether using the same number 
of male and female chickens per pen has 
a similar between-pen variation as single-
sex chickens by evaluating the growth 
performance responses of single or mixed-
sex chickens to standard and reduced-
protein diets.

3. Investigate whether using sex as a covariate 
in the statistical analysis may help reduce 
between-pen variation, and thus improve 
experimental power with randomly 
mixed-sex chickens.

Background
It is well known that male and female meat chickens 
have different growth performance and nutrient 
needs. These differences make it important in the way 
research is conducted because the presence of both 
sexes affects between-pen variation and experimental 
power. Commonly, researchers use single-sex male 
meat chickens to reduce the variation in responses to a 
treatment. However, the ability to source sexed day-old 
chicks for research has become a challenge because 
of the change from slow-feathering to fast-feathering 
parent stock of the current commercial breeds. This 
means that the most common method of sexing 
meat chickens, feather sexing, is no longer available. 
Researchers have to explore other sexing methods or 
experimental strategies, such as using parent lines or 
as-hatched chickens. 
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Outcomes/key findings
The results from the questionnaire sent to 
researchers at Australian institutions showed that 
other methods to sex meat chickens are available. One 
of these methods is vent sexing; trained vent sexers 
are available in NSW, QLD and SA. Another method is 
DNA sexing from feather crude DNA. In ovo sexing is 
still a new concept that is being explored in the meat 
chicken industry. Currently, one research institution in 
this study is developing an in ovo sexing method that 
has the potential to be implemented by researchers. 

Using equal numbers of male and female chickens 
within a pen has a similar between-pen variation 
when compared with using single-sex chickens. When 
randomly mixed-sex chickens must be used, including 
the sex percentage as a covariate in the statistical 
analysis reduces the standard error and between-pen 
variation, which increases the power of experiment. 
Male and female chickens had different growth 
performance responses to the standard and reduced 
CP diets. This could relate to the difference in nutrient 
needs of each sex.  

Implications for industry
If the poultry research sector adopts findings from 
this research, results might show a lower variation 
between treatments. Experimental power would 
also improve. This means that fewer replicates have 
be included in the experimental design compared 
with the use of unsexed and randomly distributed 
chickens. This, in turn, means fewer chickens will be 
needed, which has animal ethics benefits. 

It is recommended that researchers identify the sex 
of each chicken at the end of the trial by opening the 
chickens to collect the sex information for all pens 
when as-hatched chickens are used. The sex 
percentage should then be included as a covariate  
in the statistical analysis. It would reduce the 
standard error and, therefore, the coefficient 
of variation between treatments, and improve 
experimental power. If researchers have a practical, 
available and cost-effective sexing option, then the 
sex of each chicken can be determined before the 
trial. Equal numbers of male and female chickens 
can be distributed in each pen, which will again help 
to reduce between-pen variation. In both instances, 
there is an opportunity to have fewer replicates and, 
therefore, fewer chickens in the trial if experimental 
power can be improved with the use of these 
methods.

Publications 
No current publications.  
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